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NCS's Activity:
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Reviewed Dallas Buyers Club [HD] ...

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

Oscar Deserved!
NCS
IL United States
Reviewer ranking: #25,042,976

46% helpful

March 10, 2014

Really a stellar performance by McCoaughey and Leto about a time when AIDS was blowing up and the medical community
was trying to do better while following the FDA'S rules.
...Read more

votes received on reviews
(11 of 24)

Reviewed New OEM BL-48LN for T-mobile LG MyTouch Q 4G 1520 mAh ...
activities
Reviews (16)
Public Wish List (1)

Great price on a phone battery
May 24, 2013

other
Give Feedback to Amazon

Arrived with power in it and was very affordable. Put it into the phone and I was good to go!
...Read more

Reviewed Accessorise (TM) Slim Capacitive Stylus (Spring Pink) with 1 YR
Warranty for Touchscreen Devices Including the New iPad, iPad 3, Apple iPad 2,
Kindle Fire, Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tab, BlackBerry PlayBook ...

Great stylus
May 24, 2013

This is a great stylus to use on my Nook tablet. The only downside is the cord could be long so I would never have to pull it out
of the tablet at all!
...Read more

Reviewed Making Mirrors ... by Gotye

Great Music!
May 24, 2013

I just love Gotye and this CD is great to listen to. Every song just swirls around and they are so innovative and unique.
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...Read more

Reviewed Tea With Mussolini ...

Didn't sweep me in
April 29, 2013

I was anxious to view this and add it to my list of owned "watch over and over again" cd's, but I was a little disappointed. I
wasn't really swept into the story and I doubt I will watch it again. :(
...Read more

Reviewed Untouchable: The Strange Life and Tragic Death of Michael Jackson ... by
Randall Sullivan

3 of 10 people found this review helpful

Good read
April 03, 2013

I thought this book was really good in terms of the behind-the-scenes trial details which I found fascinating. It is sad to me that
so many people have these ideas in their heads about Michael Jackson and the majority of these opinions come from the
tabloid fodder that began all the rumors. It is also interesting to read about the 2 young boys that "accused" Michael of things
that they then recanted yet no one seems to want to listen to that. The main thing that I came away with is that Michael's
family, yes even his beloved mother, are pretty much the laziest and most disgusting family I have ever had the misfortune to
read about. The mentality of them thinking he should provide for all of them (because none of them seem to really want to work
and Jermaine should have realized that a condom would have kept him from owing so much in child support that he and his
father then expected Michael to pay for!) is just incredible to me. I know the people that believe he was sick and a pervert will
never read this book and will continue to believe all the made-up stories and all the rag trade "facts" and that's a shame. Of
course some of the speculative things I took with a grain of salt but on the whole, reading about the massive amounts of money
he earned, the Sony lawsuit, the creditors with the gigantic interest rates, and every single POS that got in line to sue Michael
certainly gave me pause for thought. The parts about the tabloid reporters leaving the courtroom in both trials to go print what
the Defendant's attorneys said and not bothering to stick around to hear the prosecution discredit those same witnesses was
eye-opening and should be read by all.
...Read more

Reviewed Image® Full Screen Touchable PU Leather Cover Case for Barnes and
Noble Nook Tablet Nook Color with Stand Purple ...

3 of 3 people found this review helpful

Good cover for my Nook Tablet
March 09, 2013

Nice color, leather. The only minus would be the "frame" is a little too wide sometimes when trying to touch on screen items
that are up in the corners of the screen or along the side.
...Read more

Reviewed Nativity! ...

2 of 3 people found this review helpful

Perfect for Christmas Viewing!
December 24, 2011

My husband and I watched this from Showtime on a whim and we loved it! We both laughed out loud at the endearing children
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who are talented, cute and funny. I really liked the normalcy to the lyrics of the songs (Joseph and Mary as a boy meets girl
tune and Nazareth as a wonderful city) to say nothing of the music itself. I can't wait to share this movie with my sister who
loves BBC productions and my adult daughter who I know will laugh as loud as I did at these brilliant children actors! I am
buying it today to have in my collection of Christmas classics!
...Read more

Reviewed Woodstock Encore Collection Bronze Chimes of Pluto Windchime ...

Lovely tones!
July 09, 2013

This wind chime has a beautiful sound and moves easily with a small breeze. I am going to order another one by this company
in a different tonal sound!
...Read more

Reviewed Miniature Fairy Garden Chip and Dale Bridge ...

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

Beautiful bridge!
July 09, 2013

I purchased this bridge for my "serenity garden" (where I have buried my cats and put my dog's ashes) so I could paint it
rainbow colors to represent the Rainbow Bridge. It is a wonderful size, sturdy and an absolute beautiful, simple design!
...Read more

Reviewed Fairy Gardening: Creating Your Own Magical Miniature Garden ... by Julie
Bawden-Davis

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

Great Book on Fairy Gardening
May 24, 2013

This book is very useful for a newbie to the Fairy Garden genre and it's going to help me get started in a big way!
...Read more

Reviewed Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? Special Edition ...

0 of 2 people found this review helpful

Still a GREAT movie!
April 29, 2013

Got this so my sister could finally see it and she loved it just like I do! We watched all the extras as well and it made for a
really fun and entertaining evening for the both of us! Love these 2 actresses and watching it as a camp-fest movie is hugely
entertaining!
...Read more

Reviewed Green Rubberized Snap on Hard Skin Shell Protector Faceplate Cover
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Case for LG Maxx Q / Mytouch Q C800 (ONLY for Qwerty Keyboard Version) (TMobile) + Microfiber Pouch Bag + Case Opener Pick + Screen Protector Film ...

Great case
April 29, 2013

This is a pretty case, with a pouch bag AND a pick so I didn't have to use my nails to change out the case! My phone is brand
new again!
...Read more

Reviewed TowelSelections Terry Kimono Bathrobe - Terry Cloth Bath Robe for
Women and Men, 100% Turkish Cotton, Made in Turkey (Red, S/M) ...

2 of 3 people found this review helpful

Absorbent!
March 09, 2013

Great robe, washes well. The only minus is that I should have ordered up a size but prior reviews had said it ran "big" and I
didn't want the robe to be sloppy large. But I should have purchased the Large/XL because the S/M fits "just right" and I would
like alittle bit more room in my after-shower terry robe.
...Read more

Reviewed Surfing With the Alien ... by Joe Satriani

As good as I remember!
March 09, 2013

Still a great album now that I have it on CD. I need more Satriani in my collection! He's a fabulous guitar player.
...Read more

Reviewed British Bologicals Colred - Delicious and Natural Cholestrol Reduction
Shake, 600g tin ...

ColRed supplement
September 06, 2011

I received this supplement through my doctor because my cholesterol numbers of 6 months ago were not good (At that time
my LDL was somewhere around 120). Being a proponent of natural remedies whenever possible, he gave me ColRed and told
me to try it and we'd see what happens. I had my cholesterol checked again this morning and I couldn't ask for better results!
My LDL is now 100 after 6 months of using ColRed. I am thrilled as is my doctor. If there is any drawback to this product, it's
that without a shaker cup, it is hard to get it smooth in skim milk or water. It's worth a try for anyone who is crossing into the
danger zone with their LDL numbers before you start on the more expensive cholesterol lowering drugs. My sister lives 4 hours
away and is hoping to obtain the ColRed herself so hopefully, this company selling ColRed will build up a bigger profile.
...Read more
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